
The comfort of a terrace without limits

SUNROOM
GLAZED PATIO
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Extend your summer

Pergola Room Sunroom systems will extend your outdoor living experience 
further into the season, offering protection from the elements that would 
usually keep you indoors. A sunroom patio cover system from  
Pergola Room convinces with its timeless and elegant design and durability; 
it transforms your backyard patio into a comfortable living space. There are 
no limits to your imagination, thanks to a wide range of design possibilities 
for a variety of living situations.

Request a personal consultation with your Pergola Room specialist today!
Our sunroom solutions blend seamlessly and harmoniously into the design 
and aesthetics of your home – even for more complex living environments. 
Most roofs can be easily combined with Pergola Room glass elements. Your 
Pergola Room specialist partner will be happy to advise you on this.

Bring that holiday feeling right into your home.
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Benefits of your  
Sunroom System

Well-being and comfort (quality of life)
A much higher quality of living, thanks to a  
glass-enclosed, weather-protected patio, which offers 
additional protection from traffic noise and pollution.

Energy efficiency
A glass-enclosed patio helps to reduce energy con-
sumption, which benefits both your wallet and the 
environment.  

Value added
By investing in patio glazing with attractive designs and 
high-quality materials, you too can increase the value of 
your home.
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Roof systems

The premium glass roof CUBO is 
characterized by its clear cubic 
shape and impresses with its light 
weight and elegance. 

Patio roof in a cubo design

 CUBO

Whether set up as a free-standing 
structure or attached to a  
residential building, the high-quality 
construction convinces with its 
solid workmanship and beautiful, 
timeless design.
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THE HAWAII 40 is convincing as a 
patio roof or as a unique glass 
house. Whatever your needs, this 
roof offers the perfect solution and 
brings you a little closer to nature.

Using only the essential compo-
nents, the PURE incorporates 
simplistic design with elegance. 
The high-quality aluminium  
construction convinces with its 
slender design, able to integrate 
directly into any living situation. 
This is pure quality from a single 
source.

Individual patio roof

 HAWAII 40

Pure patio roof

 PURE
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Glass  
elements

The outside world and your interior 
space become one with a full glass 
sliding wall. The large glass 
surfaces will let your view wander 
without limits. The ease of opera-
tion of the VG15 and VG17 allows 
you to move them into a corner 
and, on sunny days, can open up 
your pathway to the garden.

These glass slide & stack walls can 
easily be stacked into a corner, 
offering uninterrupted views to the 
outside. Large glass walls become 
a small stack, providing open 
access to the outside.

 Glass sliding wall

 VG15 / VG17

Glass slide & stack wall

 FREESLIDE / 
 FANTASY
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Framed  
elements

Extend the summer with this 
uninsulated framed sliding wall 
which enables you to enjoy your 
summer garden from those very 
first sunny days of spring.
The doors can easily be moved to 
unlock a pathway to the outside 
world.

Bring sunshine and fresh air into 
your summer garden terrace. Even 
large areas can be completely 
opened up with a folding wall, to 
guarantee the ultimate feeling of 
freedom.  
FIESTA 42 will also operate around 
corner openings.

Sliding wall

 IDEAL 38

 Folding wall

 FIESTA 42



Your Pergola Room Specialist Partner

Take advantage of the wide range of Pergola Room products and our 
proven expert consultations. Further information can be found at

pergolaroom.com     +1 800 215 0 216


